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Welcome to the Tortoise QuickTake podcast. Thank you for joining us. Today, Tortoise provides a timely update on 
trending topics in the market. 

Welcome to the Halloween edition of the Tortoise credit podcast. I’m John Heitkemper, portfolio manager for high yield 
bonds and leveraged loans at Tortoise. Our loyal listeners might notice that the podcast is a few days late this week, an 
intentional move motivated by the timing of yesterday’s FOMC meeting. I promise it has nothing to do with my annual 
scramble to put together a last-minute costume. Speaking of which, I’d guess that Fed Chairman Jay Powell is walking into 
Fed headquarters this Halloween morning dressed up as Goldilocks, as yesterday’s FOMC decision, a 25 basis point cut 
and strong suggestion that they’re pausing, proved to be just right for financials markets: not too hot, not too cold; not to 
hawkish, not too dovish. Before you start picturing the 66-year-old Powell as the female fairy tale character, let’s get into the 
details of yesterday’s FOMC statement and Powell’s Q&A session. 

As most Fed prognosticators and market pricing anticipated, the FOMC cut rates by 25 basis points for the third consecutive 
meeting, leaving the new Fed Funds target range at 1.50-1.75%. For the most part, the FOMC statement read the same as it 
did last meeting: the U.S. labor market remains “strong” and the economy is growing at a “moderate rate”. Yesterday’s 
preliminary reading for third quarter GDP growth, which came in at 1.9% quarter-over-quarter, confirmed the latter point.  
While growth slowed from 2.0% in Q2, it was better than the median estimate of approximately 1.5%. The data also proved 
solid enough for the FOMC to decide that its 75 basis points of cumulative cuts, dubbed “insurance” cuts or a “mid-cycle 
adjustment,” is enough for now. The FOMC chose to replace the statement that its next move would be to “act as 
appropriate”, a signal of another anticipated cut, with the phrase “assess the appropriate path of the target range for the 
federal funds rate.” In other words, the Fed is back to a wait-and-see – or “data dependent” – mode. 

In the ensuing press conference, Chairman Powell put to rest any ambiguity as to the FOMC’s definition of the word 
“assess.” He clearly articulated that the FOMC believes the new Fed Funds target is appropriate for their baseline economic 
outlook, namely a continuation of solid labor market trends, benign inflation and moderate economic growth underpinned by 
consumer spending, offset by continued weakness in trade and business investment-driven sectors. He summed up his 
thinking by saying that monetary policy remains accommodative and in a “good place.” I assume that wasn’t a reference to 
Ted Danson’s fictional, utopian afterlife, but maybe the Chairman is a fan of the show.  I digress. 

Powell went on to indicate that for the FOMC to pursue further cuts, there would have to be a material – a word he 
emphasized several times – change to that economic assessment.  Furthermore, on the flip side, he suggested that the only 
way he can envision the FOMC raising rates – or taking back these insurance cuts – is a persistently higher inflation rate, a 
risk that he doesn’t view as likely right now. Given that the prevailing view among economists is that downside economic 
developments are more likely than a sustained spike in inflation, the FOMC’s reaction function now appears asymmetric: 
either the Fed is on hold for the foreseeable future, or it cuts rates further in response to a material deterioration in the 
economic outlook. 

Both the bond and equity markets rallied in response to Powell’s messaging, with the S&P 500 hitting a new record high.  
Although the bond market had been pricing in additional cuts beyond yesterday’s meeting, Treasurys rallied after Powell’s 
press conference, the 10-year rate dropping 7 basis points to 1.77%. He managed to thread the needle by balancing a 
higher bar for additional insurance cuts with committing not to raise rates anytime soon, even if two of the major near-term 
headwinds – trade battles and global economic softness – reverse trend. 

In confirming that the Fed will remain accommodative, we think Powell’s messaging sets the stage for a continued risk-on 
tone in U.S. credit markets, at least in the short term.  The global low-yield environment supports an ongoing technical bid for 
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U.S. corporate bonds, which have relatively attractive yields in an international context. Over the next several quarters, 
however, significant risks remain: ongoing trade tensions, ever-present geopolitical risks, and closer to home, a challenged 
outlook for corporate profits. In particular, we continue to watch closely for signs that softness in trade-sensitive industrial 
sectors starts to spill into the larger, consumer-dominated parts of the U.S. economy. This transmission could pose a risk to 
the labor market and the current economic cycle, which would surely lead to a “material” reassessment – and more rate cuts 
- by the FOMC.   

But in the meantime, let’s enjoy Chairman Powell’s goldilocks delivery yesterday, or should we say his preference for treats 
over tricks? Thanks for listening, don’t eat too many treats tonight, and please tune in for future Tortoise credit podcasts.  

Thank you for joining us. And stay tuned for our next cast. Have topics you want covered or other feedback to 
share? Write us at info@tortoiseadvisors.com. 

Disclaimer: Nothing contained in this communication constitutes tax, legal, or investment advice. Investors must consult 
their tax advisor or legal counsel for advice and information concerning their particular situation. This podcast contains 
certain statements that may include “forward-looking statements.” All statements, other than statements of historical fact, 
included herein are “forward-looking statements.” Although Tortoise believes that the expectations reflected in these forward-
looking statements are reasonable, they do involve assumptions, risks and uncertainties, and these expectations may prove 
to be incorrect. Actual events could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of 
a variety of factors. You should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. This podcast reflects our 
views and opinions as of the date herein, which are subject to change at any time based on market and other conditions. We 
disclaim any responsibility to update these views. These views should not be relied on as investment advice or an indication 
of trading intention. Discussion or analysis of any specific company-related news or investment sectors are meant primarily 
as a result of recent newsworthy events surrounding those companies or by way of providing updates on certain sectors of 
the market. Tortoise, through its family of registered investment advisers, does provide investment advice to Tortoise related 
funds and others that includes investment into those sectors or companies discussed in these podcasts. As a result, Tortoise 
does stand to beneficially profit from any rise in value from many of the companies mentioned herein including companies 
within the investment sectors broadly discussed.  
 

 

 


